SEAWAY SUBMARINE – SINK IT –
UNIS

BAY TEK GAMES

THEůĂƚĞƐƚŬŝĚĚŝĞƌŝĚĞĨƌŽŵ
hŶŝǀĞƌƐĂů^ƉĂĐĞŝƐ^ĞĂǁĂǇ
Submarine, an under
ǁĂƚĞƌͲƚŚĞŵĞĚŵŽƟŽŶ
ride that features an
ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞŽŶďŽĂƌĚ
ĮƐŚŝŶŐŐĂŵĞ͘ then
children sit in the
submarine͕ it
maŬes seaͲliŬe
moǀements. TheǇ
can also control
the ride and learn
to Įsh using the
buƩon Ɖanel. If a
Įsh is caught͕ the
name of the Įsh and
a fact about it will
aƉƉear on the screen
to create an educaƟonal
element within the game.

^/E</ƚŝƐďĂƐĞĚŽŶĂŶ
ŵĞƌŝĐĂŶďĂƌĂŶĚĐŽůůĞŐĞ
ŐĂŵĞǁŚĞƌĞƚŚĞĂŝŵŝƐ
ƚŽƚŚƌŽǁďĂůůƐŝŶƚŽĐƵƉƐ͘
h^Ͳbased aǇ deŬ is taŬing
the gaŵe to an internaƟonal
audience with this fun͕
faŵilǇͲfriendlǇ redeŵƉƟon
Ɵtle͘ WlaǇers are challenged
to toss or bounce balls into
the ϭϬ targets͕ trǇing to
turn oī all the lights that
aƉƉear͘ dhe aiŵ is to sinŬ a
ball in each target in as few
shots as Ɖossible͘ dhe fewer
shots theǇ taŬe͕ the ŵore
ƟcŬets theǇ win͘ ach ^inŬ
It cabinet includes a 22ins
ŇatͲscreen ŵonitor͘

F1 RACING
SIMULATOR –
TECNOPLAY
ONƐŚŽǁĂƚƚŚĞ
E^ƉƌŝŶŐƐŚŽǁ
ŝŶZŝŵŝŶŝ͕/ƚĂůǇ͕
in March, the F1
ZĂĐŝŶŐ^ŝŵƵůĂƚŽƌ
from Tecnoplay
ƉƌŽǀĞĚĂŵĂũŽƌ
ĚƌĂǁƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ
the three days of
ƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚ͘ Racers sit
in a lifeͲsiǌe &ormula
1 racing car cocŬƉit
featuring realisƟc
controls facing
three mounted
ǀideo screens. TheǇ
can then emulate
their driǀing heroes
bǇ racing around
famous grand
Ɖriǆ circuits.

6 X 9INS
PHOTOGRAPH OPTION –
APPLE INDUSTRIES

WHETHERŝƚ͛Ɛ
a family in a
mall or a bunch
of friends in a
bar, customers
ŝŶĂůůŬŝŶĚƐŽĨ
ůŽĐĂƟŽŶƐůŽǀĞ
ƚĂŬŝŶŐŐƌŽƵƉ
ƉŚŽƚŽƐǁŝƚŚ
Face Place
Pix Place, the
ƉŚŽƚŽŬŝŽƐŬ
from Apple
/ŶĚƵƐƚƌŝĞƐ͘^ince
Wiǆ Wlace is not limited to the sƉace inside of a booth͕ the camera can easilǇ
caƉture an image of a doǌen or more ƉeoƉle standing in front of the unit.
hnƟl now͕ these grouƉ shots were reƉroduced in the classic fourͲƉhoto
striƉs that were ǀended from Wiǆ Wlace. Now͕ AƉƉle Industries has added
a new feature that enables customers to oƉt to blow uƉ the image into a
single ϲ ǆ 9ins ƉhotograƉh so that eǀerǇ face in the grouƉ is larger and maǇ
be seen more clearlǇ. lassic walletͲsiǌed Ɖhotos in the fourͲƉhoto striƉ
remain aǀailable͕ too.
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